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Welcome to the eighteenth edition of 'Service Without Boundaries', the UFL Group's 

customer newsletter. 

 

 

UFL WORLDWIDE CONFERENCE 2013 

 

We have just held our annual conference in Hong Kong and celebrated the company's 45th 

birthday. Over 150 senior managers from our offices and agents around the world were 

present to discuss how they intend to make further investment in our niche services, IT 

hardware and infrastructure. 

 

The company's birthday coincided with a market report from WorldACD that reveals that the 

top 20 global freight forwarders are losing market share in every region of the world, and 

that regional and independent forwarders are leading industry growth. 

 

That was really encouraging news for all present at our conference, as a few years ago 

analysts, multinational freight forwarder executives and MBA business students predicted 

that the global downturn would largely kill off the independent forwarding sector and 

consolidation would leave the multinational logistics companies with a rapidly growing and 

dominant role that would never be reversed. 

 



 

 

Those predictions have all been proved wrong and the independent sector, in which the 

UFL Group is a leading player, is more vibrant and successful than ever, despite the global 

economic woes of the past few years. 

 

At the AGM, delegates gave useful insight into ongoing office investments across our global 

network, service developments on the trans-Pacific; enhancements to existing cargo 

management software, as well as the development of niche operations. 

 

This edition of 'Service Without Boundaries' includes some news about those 

developments; and some will be included in future editions of our newsletter. 

 

As always, I invite you read the contents of this issue, which I hope you find to be of use.



 

LATEST NEWS 

U-Freight signs deal with China Air Express  

The U-Freight Group (UFL) has signed a strategic partnership agreement with China Air 

Express Co Ltd (CAE) to form a synergic global freight services solution provider. 

 Read more 

U-Ocean opens for business in Qingdao  

UFL has strengthened our presence in one of the most important Chinese manufacturing 

centres by opening an office in Qingdao for our U-Ocean freight brand to complement the 

services we operate through the city under the China Express brand. 

 Read more 

Cargohaus opens modern facility at Clark airport  

U-Freight Philippines affiliate, Cargohaus has opened the most modern warehouse in 

Clark's D. Macapagal International Airport. The Cargohaus Clark Warehouse is located 10 

m away from the airport terminal and 150 m from the ramp. 

 Read more 

EFL International joins IPATA  

Just a year after Dublin-based EFL International Distribution launched a pet shipping 

business, the forwarder has joined an international pet shipping trade body to further 

guarantee the quality of its service offering. 

 Read more 

Conroute helps sharks fly through Swedish customs 

Stockholm-based Conroute Air & Sea has handled the customs clearance and 

documentation for an unusual shipment of 15 Black Tip Reef Sharks. 

 Read more 



 

TRADE SECTOR FOCUS 

Total logistics solutions for wine 

Old World or New World, wine is a perishable product and UFL’s expertise in handling perishable 

traffic guarantees that when a connoisseur enjoys a fine vintage or a bottle is opened at a 

barbeque, there is a good chance that its safe delivery has been guaranteed by UFL. 

 Read more 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTA BENE 

FMC calls for global regulatory summit on P3 Alliance  

The U.S. Federal Maritime Commission Chairman, Mario Cordero, issued a call to fellow 

regulators in the European Union and the People’s Republic of China, to join with him in a 

Global Regulatory Summit on the proposed P3 Global Alliance of the world’s three largest 

container carriers, Maersk Line, CMA-CGM, and Mediterranean Shipping. 

 Read more 

High cube container use is growing  

Shipper demand for 40ft high-cube containers is still increasing, creating stowage problems 

for ocean carriers and analytical difficulties for trade forecasters using teu measurements. 

 Read more 

Container weighing: IMO approves compromise proposal  

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) has backed a compromise proposal for 

verifying the weight of containers before they are loaded onto ships. 

 Read more 

Report says supply chains need to adapt as power shifts to emerging markets  

According to John Manners-Bell, CEO of Ti, the world's logistics industry is undergoing a 

dramatic re-orientation around the emerging markets. 

 Read more 

 



 

 

November 1 start for paperless EU customs system 

The U-Freight Group (UFL) notes that the European Parliament has adopted the Union 

Customs Code, a framework that provides new rules and procedures, and firms up customs 

practices that was initially implemented on a case-by-case basis. 

 Read more 

 

Anyone who has any questions about the items contained in this newsletter should get in touch with 

your local UFL office. Please visit our website on a regular basis for more items of breaking news. 

www.ufreight.com 

 

 

 

http://www.ufreight.com/


 

U-Freight signs deal with China Air Express          Back to Index 

The U-Freight Group (UFL) has 

signed a strategic partnership 

agreement with China Air Express 

Co Ltd (CAE) to form a synergic 

global freight services solution 

provider. 

 

Having held an initial signing 

ceremony at UFL's recent global 

conference in Hong Kong, the two 

companies are now finalising plans 

for the co-operation, which will focus on B2B cargo deliveries, within a 12-72 hour 

timeframe. 

 

The agreement will serve as the beginning of a mutually beneficial partnership, where CAE 

and UFL can utilise their networks to expand coverage for customers. With this strategic 

agreement, they can now offer customers domestic and international freight and logistics 

services. 

 

Based in Beijing, China Air Express Co was established in 1996 and is an express courier 

company with a national network covering cities all over China. 

 

The company operates six distribution centres in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Chengdu, 

Xian and Shenyang, with Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou as its regional gateways. 

 

It provides time definite services to customers, including express courier, charter flights, 

packing, warehousing, logistics, bonded trucks, as well as the transport of dangerous 

goods and live animals. 

 

Both companies have considerable experience of working for the world's top 500 

companies across different industrial sectors and expect that this new agreement will 

attract considerable business from those companies. 

ends 

 Back to Index 



 

U-Ocean opens for business in Qingdao             Back to Index 

UFL has strengthened our presence in one of the most important Chinese manufacturing 

centres by opening an office in Qingdao for our U-Ocean freight brand to complement the 

services we operate through the city under the China Express brand. 

 

The city has an Economic and Technical Development Zone, a FTZ and a High-Tech 

Industrial Development Zone, all of which will now benefit from our combined ocean and air 

freight service offerings. 

 

Our ocean clients will benefit from direct access to the Port of Qingdao, one of the busiest 

ports in the world, giving connections to 450 ports in 130 countries worldwide and seeing 

traffic around 13 million teu passing over the port. 

 

It is also the location of the Tsingtao Brewery, increasingly popular worldwide and a major 

Chinese export. 

 

The address of our U-Ocean office in Qingdao is: 

U-Ocean (Shanghai) Ltd, Qingdao Branch, Room I, Block B, 18/F. Jin Fu Building, No. 22, 

Shandong Road, Qingdao, 266071 P.R. China 210008 

Tel:  (86) 532 8581 4796 Fax: (86) 532 8581 4795 

 

ends 

 Back to Index 

 



 

Cargohaus opens modern facility at Clark airport     Back to Index 

U-Freight Philippines affiliate, 

Cargohaus has opened the most 

modern warehouse in Clark's D. 

Macapagal International Airport. 

The Cargohaus Clark Warehouse is 

located 10 m away from the airport 

terminal and 150 m from the ramp. 

 

Clark is turning into of the 

Philippines’ international gateways 

and Cargohaus is committed to making this airport one that everyone has been dreaming 

about. 

 

The Cargohaus Clark Warehouse covers a total of 1,800 sq m including office space and 

the warehouse has the latest X-Ray machine technology that is able to scan cargo up to 1.4 

m by 1.7 m. It has also a leveler and a scissors lift with an automatic weighing scale that 

prints actual shipment weight. It is also equipped with a cold storage area, a chiller, and full 

security system. 

 

It is the only solar powered warehouse in Central Luzon with 264 units installed and a 

full-LED lighting system, it has a total capacity of producing 1.8 megawatts of solar power. 

 

Meanwhile Cargohaus has become the first public customs bonded warehouse in the 

Philippines to achieve the prestigious Environment Management System (ISO 14001:2004) 

and Occupational Health and Safety Management System (OHSAS 18001:2007), having 

passed the stringent certification audit of TUV-SUD. 

 

ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 has a special focus on employee health and safety 

conditions in the workplace and the protection of the environment. In addition to its 

commitment to quality under ISO 9001:2008 certification, Cargohaus believes that it must 

also look and take responsibility for the welfare of its invaluable resources - people and the 

environment. 

 

 



 

 

The three-year journey towards this 

much coveted certification covers 

compliance to legal and regulatory 

requirements, identification of 

environmental aspects, health and 

safety hazards, and subsequent 

implementation of operational control to 

mitigate impact and risks. The key 

elements to the continuous 

improvement of these standards - 

awareness and campaign, training, and 

coaching - were deployed throughout this journey as management and key stakeholders 

take their respective roles and deliver their contributions to the programme. 

 

Cargohaus’ adoption and implementation of ISO 14001:2004 and OHSAS 18001:2007 

standards affirmed management commitment to HSE within its facilities. As it integrates 

with the existing Quality Management System (ISO 9001:2008), Cargohaus will 

continuously improve its system, empower its people and evolve alongside constant 

growth. 

 

ends 

 Back to Index 

 



 

EFL International joins IPATA                        Back to Index 

Just a year after Dublin-based EFL International Distribution launched a pet shipping 

business, the forwarder has joined an international pet shipping trade body to further 

guarantee the quality of its service offering. 

 

One of Ireland’s foremost independent logistics companies and the long-time exclusive 

Irish agent of UFL, EFL International has become a member of the Texas-based 

International Pet and Animal Transportation Association (IPATA), a non-profit, worldwide 

trade association for animal handlers and pet moving providers. 

 

As one of only three companies in Ireland accepted into membership, EFL believes that this 

signifies the growing scale and professionalism of its pet shipping services since its 

inaugural movement of two pet cats from Thailand to Dublin in summer 2012. 

 

EFL managing director Eddie Mullin considers that IPATA membership crowns a year of pet 

shipments since EFL International became the first company in the Irish Republic to be an 

approved carrier under the Irish Government’s Pet Passport System. 

 

He says: “Our membership of IPATA crowns a year of success that has seen our pet traffic 

go from strength to strength and become a very important part of our service offering. That 

is why we established our Pets on Board division.” 

 

Pet animals can be moved by EFL International’s Pets on Board division -  

www.pets-on-board.ie The movement of this live cargo requires EFL International staff to 

take extra care throughout the animal’s transit: this includes Customs clearance, veterinary 

examination and documentation checks to ensure a safe and speedy release of the animal 

to its owner. The service is provided at Dublin airport from a mobile veterinary unit by a 

registered and approved veterinary surgeon working with a member of EFL International’s 

pet specialist team on the day the animal arrives into Ireland. 

 

Mr Mullin says: “With the mobile unit, owners and breeders importing dogs and cats into 

Ireland, no longer have to arrange for their animals to be transported from Dublin airport to 

the Government-approved veterinary clinic six kilometres from the airport to complete the 

required formalities; removing costs, reducing the processing time and avoiding the extra 

travel for animals which may have already endured long transits from their origin. 

 



 

 

“Using the EFL service, pet owners benefit from being met at Dublin airport by the mobile 

veterinary unit, together with a member of our pet specialist team, on the day of arrival after 

the incoming flight touches down.” 

 

ends 

 Back to Index 

 



 

Conroute helps sharks fly through Swedish customs  Back to Index 

Stockholm-based Conroute Air & Sea has handled the customs clearance and 

documentation for an unusual shipment of 15 Black Tip Reef Sharks. 

 

Conroute Air & Sea is one of Sweden’s foremost independent logistics companies and the 

long-time exclusive Swedish agent of the UFL Group. 

 

The sharks were shipped by airfreight from Ngurah Rai International Airport on Bali Island, 

Indonesia and were destined for Haga Ocean, a tropical rain forest and aquarium in 

Hagaparken, Stockholm. 

 

Whilst Conroute Air & Sea was not involved in the actual freight movement, it is well know 

to aquarium owners in Sweden and is often asked to help with customs matters and 

documentation when the animals arrive into Sweden. 

 

Joakim Hagman, Conroute Air & Sea, owner says: “Niche services such as these help us to 

differentiate our company from our general freight forwarding competition in Sweden. It was 

a privilege to be able to help one of Sweden’s leading tourist attractions, just before it 

opened a new aquarium.” 

 

ends 
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Total logistics solutions for wine                    Back to Index 

Old World or New World, wine is a perishable product and UFL’s expertise in handling 

perishable traffic guarantees that when a connoisseur enjoys a fine vintage or a bottle is 

opened at a barbeque, there is a good chance that its safe delivery has been guaranteed 

by UFL. 

 

While the Group handles wine shipments throughout its network, special investments have 

been made to support the growing wine business in China. 

 

One of UFL Logistics’ facilities in Hong Kong has been officially approved by the Hong 

Kong Quality Assurance Agency (HKQAA) for the provision of commercial wine storage. 

HKQAA has partnered with the industry to develop the HKQAA Wine Storage Management 

Systems Certification Scheme for wine storage companies and wine retailers. 

 

The certification means that UFL Logistics (HK) Limited is officially able to provide 

commercial wine storage services within the company’s warehouse at Kwai Chung. 

 

At our landmark logistics centre at Pudong Airport, Shanghai; we also offer a sophisticated 

wine tasting suite where buyers and sellers can sample wine; as well as comprehensive 

wine storage facilities with sophisticated temperature and humidity control mechanisms. 

 

The accreditation in Hong Kong and the development in Shanghai came at just the right 

time for us to support China’s burgeoning wine market and to help French imports into the 

Chinese market. We have seen robust growth of wine-related business activities in Hong 

Kong and mainland China since approval from HKQAA, which partnered with the industry 

to develop the HKQAA Wine Storage Management Systems Certification Scheme for wine 

storage companies and wine retailers. The fact that this was the first of its kind in the world 

is all-important to us. 

 

ends 
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FMC calls for global regulatory summit on P3 Alliance                               

 Back to Index 

The U.S. Federal Maritime Commission Chairman, Mario Cordero, issued a call to fellow 

regulators in the European Union and the People’s Republic of China, to join with him in a 

Global Regulatory Summit on the proposed P3 Global Alliance of the world’s three largest 

container carriers, Maersk Line, CMA-CGM, and Mediterranean Shipping. 

 

The Summit would take place in Washington, DC, with regulators to discuss their 

respective regulatory roles in considering the impact of the announced Alliance. 

 

The three carriers announced they would begin cooperating in 2014 on routes covering 

Asia to Europe as well as transpacific and transatlantic routes to the United States. Early 

estimates by Maersk Line’s chief trading and marketing officer put market control of such an 

alliance at about 42 percent on the Asia to Europe route, 24 percent on the transpacific 

routes, and 40 – 42 percent on the transatlantic route. Indications are that the P3 network 

will be operated from new management offices in London and Singapore with a staff of 

approximately 200. The proposed Alliance has already named Maersk Line’s Lars Mikael 

Jensen as its Chief Executive Officer. 

 

Joining in the call for the Summit is Commissioner William P. Doyle, who stated: "One of my 

concerns relates to media reports that a combined east-west fleet of 346 vessels will be 

reduced to 255 vessels once the proposed Alliance is consummated. I am interested in 

learning more about the impact this Alliance will have on services provided to consumers, 

shippers and U.S. terminal operations.’’ Commissioner Doyle added, "Maersk Line, Limited 

is the largest U.S.-flag carrier in the international fleet. To this end, I do not want the 

Alliance’s operations to harm or otherwise negatively impact the U.S.-flag international fleet 

when decisions are made to cascade or otherwise eliminate ships from service." 

 

Commissioner Richard A. Lidinsky, Jr. also stated, "It is clear this Alliance is moving forward 

as if it has already met regulatory approval despite the lack of any significant filing with 

regulatory authorities in Europe, China or the U.S. Pushing behind the scenes and placing 

positive stories with the press is not a substitute for proper consideration of the 

consequences of this massive carrier alignment." 

 

 



 

 

The UFL Group is keeping an open mind about the parameters and impact of this 

Agreement until it can be fully analysed. We are relying on organisations such as the FMC 

and their European and Chinese counterparts, to ensure that this proposed Alliance does 

not harm others, including consumers, the maritime community, and world trade. 

 

ends 
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High cube container use is growing                  Back to Index 

Shipper demand for 40ft high-cube containers is still increasing, creating stowage problems 

for ocean carriers and analytical difficulties for trade forecasters using teu measurements. 

 

The proportion of 40ft high-cube (9ft 6in high) containers in the global maritime container 

fleet is predicted to exceed 50% by the end of this year for the first time. According to 

Drewry’s 2013 Container Census, the equipment’s market share reached 49% in 2012, and 

is expected to grow by at least another 1% this year. 

 

The number of high cube containers in the fleet grew by another 8% growth last year, up to 

15.4 million teu, taking the rise in demand between 2007 and 2012 up to a remarkable 49%. 

It meant that 40ft HC’s share of the total maritime equipment market increased from 41% 

up to 49%, or just over 1% per annum, almost entirely at the expense of normal 40ft 8ft 6in 

high boxes. On the other hand, the proportion of 20ft containers remained constant at 

around 33%. 

 

The popularity of 40ft HCs is easy to understand. Being around 13% larger than ordinary 

40ft boxes, shippers can load that amount of extra cargo at little to no extra freight cost. 

Moreover, inland transport is usually charged on a per container basis for light cargo, so 

there are no extra haulage costs. 

 

Although much growth in demand for 40ft high-cube containers has come from reefer 

shippers, with almost 92% of all refrigerated cargo being shipped in the equipment last year, 

it only took the sector’s volume up to 2 million teu. Dry cargo still accounted for the vast 

majority. 

 

Drewry says that there are two interesting messages that come of this. The first is that the 

need to stow 9ft 6in containers below deck, which results in loss of cargo space for shipping 

lines, is reaching a critical junction. Whereas nearly all the equipment has been stowed on 

deck so far, particularly reefers, this cannot continue much longer, bearing in mind that just 

over 50% of a ship’s cellular capacity is located on deck. When under-deck stowage is 

required, as much as 7ft (2.1m) can be lost between the top of the last tier of a stack and 

the main deck, as ship holds are usually designed for 8ft 6in boxes. Line of sight (from the 

navigating bridge) rules will also prevent more containers from being loaded on deck. 

 



 

 

The second message is that containerised cargo growth measured in teu has increasingly 

been underestimated over time. This is because a 40ft HC container usually only counts as 

two teu, the same as 2 x 20ft (8ft 6in) boxes, or  1 x 40ft (8ft 6in) container, even though it 

is approximately 13% bigger. 

 

So, in a major trade lane like the eastbound transpacific, where 40ft equipment is the norm 

due to light average cargo weights, although year-on-year growth in the first seven months 

of 2013 was only 1.856% measured in teu, it was over 2.2% measured in ‘constant’ teu. 

The difference may not seem much, but it makes a big difference to economists trying to 

make sense of the changes between GDP growth and cargo growth. It is also cumulative, 

so gets bigger over longer periods of time. 

 

Drewry concludes that the share of 40ft 8ft 6in high containers in the global maritime fleet 

will continue to decline over the next 10 years, thereby increasing the need for more 

high-cube friendly vessels. This could include the construction of wider – and hence 

slower – ships with greater deck capacity. 

 

ends 
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Container weighing: IMO approves compromise proposal                                 

 Back to Index 

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) has backed a compromise proposal for 

verifying the weight of containers before they are loaded onto ships. 

 

An IMO subcommittee approved draft guidelines allowing shippers two methods to verify 

the weight of a container - either by weighing the packed container, or weighing all 

packages and cargo items and then adding the tare mass of an empty container. 

 

An exemption that would apply when containers carried on chassis or trailers are driven on 

or off roll-on, roll-off ships engaged in short international voyages was also agreed by the 

IMO Subcommittee on Dangerous Goods, Solid Cargoes and Containers. 

 

The compromise is the “best possible outcome” for shippers and the maritime industry, as it 

provides a flexible and workable solution which can be adopted without significant costs or 

delays in the supply chain, says the Global Shippers Forum. 

 

The World Shipping Council has also praised the proposed changes for verifying container 

weights, saying that it has worked with the IMO to address the problem of incorrect 

container weights for over six years. 

 

There is still criticism from the the International Transport Workers Federation, which said 

the IMO subcommittee had missed an opportunity to reduce the risk of harm to transport 

workers and members of the public by compromising on the original proposal for the 

mandatory weighing a container. 

 

Also opposing the mandatory weighing of containers is the the European and Asian 

shippers’ councils, which claims it will be costly and ineffective. 

 

The U-Freight Group (UFL) understands that the proposal still has to navigate several 

stages through the IMO’s legislative process and, if successful, will not come into force 

before May 2016. The draft guidelines will now be forwarded to the IMO’s Maritime Safety 

Committee for approval in May 2014. UFL will be investigating the ramifications of the 

decision in order to adopt best practice going forwards. 
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Report says supply chains need to adapt as power shifts to 

emerging markets                                  Back to Index 

According to John Manners-Bell, CEO of Ti, the world's logistics industry is undergoing a 

dramatic re-orientation around the emerging markets. 

 

'Whilst markets in the West have been impacted by the economic downturn, there have 

been many others in the emerging world which have continued on a steep growth trajectory. 

The development of the Middle Class in regions such as Asia, Latin America and even 

Africa, have led to new patterns of consumption, and consequently distribution 

requirements are evolving. The balance of power in the world's economy has shifted, and 

supply chains will have to reflect these changes if they are to be fit for purpose in the new 

market environment.” 

 

In Ti's latest report, Global Emerging Markets Logistics 2013, it says that over 80% of the 

world's population resides in what is known as "emerging markets". This group of countries 

represents a diverse collection of economies from China to Peru and Ethiopia to 

Kazakhstan. Combined, emerging markets have witnessed impressive economic growth 

over the past few years in comparison to developed economies such as the European 

Union and the USA and present great opportunities for logistics and transportation 

providers. 

 

As a percentage of global import and export value, emerging markets have expanded their 

share over the past four years. From 26.1% of total global import value in 2009, emerging 

markets now comprise almost a third of global import value at 30.8%. 

 

For global export value, emerging markets were responsible for 31.0% in 2009 and has 

increased its share to 35.8% by 2012. 

 

The report takes an in-depth look at this collection of countries. While there are plenty of 

opportunities in these countries, it is not for the risk-adverse. Political upheavals such as in 

Egypt, natural disasters as observed in Thailand in 2011 and domestic economic issues in 

Brazil and India are among the many supply chain risks that must be taken into account. 

 

 

 



 

 

Even so, demand for logistics services in emerging markets is outpacing that of developing 

markets. For example, the global contract logistics market grew at 3.4% from 2011 to 2012 

however, for the same period, emerging markets grew at 9.4%. 

 

Perhaps not surprising, some of the biggest growth rates were noted in emerging countries 

within Asia and the Middle East at 10.8% and 10.6% respectively. 

 

Despite often being described as a single group, each emerging country presents a unique 

opportunity. As such Ti's Global Emerging Markets report utilises the latest findings from its 

annual Emerging Markets Index to provide an overview of 33 countries. Topics covered 

include country-level market sizing for contract logistics, express and freight forwarding as 

well as sub-indices rankings from the Emerging Markets Index. 

 

ends 
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November 1 start for paperless EU customs system   Back to Index 

The U-Freight Group (UFL) notes that the European Parliament has adopted the Union 

Customs Code, a framework that provides new rules and procedures, and firms up customs 

practices that was initially implemented on a case-by-case basis. 

 

The code, which also introduces a paperless electronic system, now awaits adoption by the 

European Council, and is expected to be adopted and take effect on November 1. 

 

"The Union Customs Code, endorsed by the European Parliament, will ensure that customs 

continues its vital work, but in an even more efficient, cost-effective way," said Algirdas 

Semeta, the man responsible for customs at the European Commission. 

 

ends 
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